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t Founded in 1985, ODE insulation has built its own values depending on its corporate 

culture and social responsibility as a lifestyle. ODE has accomplished all of its activities by 
taking into consideration of being voluntarily respectful to the today’s societal and 
environmental facts. Regarding this business approach, the team of ODE has worked very 
hard to be more beneficial and offer a better future to the society. It adopted the idea of 
anti-discrimination, transparency, and commitment to its values following company’s vision. 

This report is ODE’s first Corporate Social Responsibility Report, also within Turkey, it has 
initiated its first report as an insulation company. During the preparation of this report, 
ODE’s social responsibility projects, inside and outside training programs, communication 
with shareholders, awards and certificates, non-governmental foundations, collaborations 
with the universities and sponsorships, workforce profile, occupational health and safety, 
eco-friendly productions and products are mentioned as subject headings considering total 
operations, which have been accomplished by ODE insulation from the past until present. 

As a part of the society that we live in, the foundation of ODE’s idea of social responsibility 
contains not to be hesitated to take any kind of responsibility for a better future. In the 
report, under the subject heading named as ‘Environment’, it determines one of ODE’s 
crucial roles where it mentions that the improvement of the life standard is an element of 
preserving the environment and the natural habitat. To avoid harming the environment, 
there are some precautions taken during the process of creating ODE’s products. Also, ODE 
rests assured to create compatible products with the environment and the health safety of 
the human kind. Later on, it guarantees its eco-friendly products with the safety product 
certificates. ODE’s products indirectly aid to lower the needs of energy overall. Thus, the 
products help decrease the economical gap in the country. ODE’s environmental policy 
includes the preservation of the ecological diversity, decrease in energy consumption, 
acknowledging the shareholders about recycling usage of the products, environmental 
management, and lastly, energy efficiency. 

As ODE, we tried to avoid any kind of negative cause of environmental damage. Hence, we 
preferred to share this report solely on our website rather than printing it out. 
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I am both pleased and proud to be able to publish Turkey’s first Corporate Social 
Responsibility Report in an insulation sector. Today, ODE Insulation has completed its 
30th year of establishment. Since its foundation, ODE has reached out to 75 countries 
on export, and has a production capacity of 4000 different insulation products which 
are yield in ODE’s 4 different factories that are compounded in a 120.000 m2 open, 
and 35.000 m2 closed field facility. After all my accomplishments and being able to 
acquire a respected place in Turkey’s business world, I am aware that I owe my 
success to the ODE employees, our moral approach to the business world both outside 
and inside in our working processes, our fair approach to all institutions, and our 
relationship with all of our stakeholders considering trustworthy and transparent 
communication with each other.

ODE has been operated in insulation field for 30 years, and it is willing to find every 
opportunity to inform and acknowledge people on an environmental benefit of 
installing an insulation, which improves both the country and the sector.  Insulation 
intrinsically plays crucial role for a sustainable world for the next generations. It is 
possible to decrease the current account deficit by installing insulation in 20 million 
building, and decrease the energy consumption regarding depending on abroad 
sources. In this way, energy bill could decrease almost %15 in our country. Thus, it 
provides an additional 10 billion USD to the country. 

On the other hand, all harmful gases which are obtained by heating and cooling could 
be lowered by building an insulation. Plus, it is a solution for a climate change 
struggle for the community and people. In this way, I feel lucky to be able to provide a 
crucial amount of contribution to our country and to the world. As a company, in 2015 
we not only terminated our 30th year with a celebration but also improved our 
company in many fields. We proudly completed all our environmental certificates for 
each of our products, and invested for our new biggest factory of an insulation sector 
in 2015. 

In 2016, we will complete our new factor which is surrounded with 
environmental-friendly technical properities and built in a totally 75.000 m2 closed 
field where it will be maintain its dominance in a rubber market which will have the 
2.5 of the market dominance. Thus, we will be able to maintain both our leadership in 
rubber market and raise our export goals as a global brand. In business world, last 20 
years’ most important component is to built company’s basis according to the 
corporate social responsibility and sustainability principals which we already 
accomplished to aopt these qualities as a company culture. Thus, we observe our 
company’s sustainable improvement processes including social justice and 
environment maintainance foundations. I believe that this report will take us a step 
forward in order to prove ODE’s transparency in our working process and indicate a 
path for us to improve ourselves more and plan our next step. 

As a company, ODE aims to be a leader role model primarily in our sector then 
generally in the business world in the fied of sustainability and corporate social 
responsibility. We wanted to demonstrate ODE’s social responsibility intellection and 
activities regarding this subject with the belief of sharing our experience and data on 
this subject by publishing this report.  I wanted to thank all the stakeholders who 
supported ODE in every way for our 30 year of foundation, and would wish to raise 
social responsibility conscious in an insulation sector. 
 

Sincerely,

Orhan Turan
ODE Chairman of the Board



By procuring high quality products and energy efficient solutions, we contribute to better energy 
design and performance of buildings and processes. In this way, and in direction with our Corporate 
Social Responsibility commitments, we contribute to the prosperity of our customers, and society in 
general.

Prosperity:

www.ode.com.tr

Insulation’s Environmental and 
Economical Advantage in Energy Efficiency 
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In today’s world, energy is considered as one of the most crucial resources. Across the world, 
fossils form %90 of the energy resources. The business world, buildings and overall country’s 
biggest expenditure item is an energy cost. There are certain countries in the world that maintain 
the management of these resources. On the other hand, low-income countries demand for more 
energy resources in order to reach to a certain level of life standard. There is no sustainability 
regarding the fact that there is limited amount of energy resources and globally demand in these 
resources. 
By building an insulation, there could be a solution to an energy waste in consumption, and it is 
possible for us to initiate this transaction today. 

 

Insulation – The First Step for a Climate Change Struggle. 
Globally, %40 of the energy consumption has been employed by the usage of buildings. By 
installing an insulation, this number could alter, and the energy efficiency suppliance ratio could 
go upto %70. Hence, building and facility insulation is the most efficient and economical step for 
the struggle in climate change. 

Buildings and facilities are responsible for releasing the %40 of the greenhouse gas, which causes 
the issue of global warming. Thus, there is an enormous obligation for the arthitects, engineers, 
city planners and state officials. The ratio of CO2 consumption and other resources are 
demonstrated below. 

Insulation – An Optimist Solution to the Society

%12 %25 %40
Water Consumption Solid Waste CO2 Emission

%30 %50
Energy Consumption Natural Resurce Consumption
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Why do I need 
insulation?

• Insulation prevents fuel consumption, therefore 
decreases waste-gas emissions, which cause global 
warming and environmental pollution.
• Insulation provides concrete resistivity by averting 
concrete corrusion. Thus, it increases the durability and 
the safety of the building against earthquakes. 
• Insulation saves %60 of the expenditure on heating & 
cooling the building. It assists better quality of heating 
during winter, and better quality of cooling during 
summer.  
• Insulation assists on avoiding the formation of mould 
growth, black spots and whitcomb in houses by 
preventing condensation. 
• Insulation raises the life standard by balancing the 
temperature of the building. Thus, it provides a snugy 
and heathy environment in our life time ritual. 
• Insulation plays crucial role in country’s economy by 
decreasing energy dependency on other countries. 

The cheapest energy is the one that is 
unexpended. Apart from energy efficiency, 
there are also additional benefits of insulation 
construction, which are determined below.
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Green Buildings 
Nowadays, the environment-friendly terms such as sustainability, ecology, green buildings and 
eco-friendly products etc. could also be determined as, “buildings which are examined as ground 
plot preference to life cycle assessment, designed regarding social responsibility commitments, 
compatible with the climate data and local conditions, consumpt adequately, directed to renewable 
energy resources, used items which are lowered mininum environmental influenced, and sensitive 
to the eco-system”. 

According to the data from The United Nations Population Fund, today, the world’s population is 
assumed to be reached up to 7,5 billion, and the half of this population lives in urban areas. In 
2050, it is forecasted that the world’s population will become 10 billion. Thus, this high number of 
population would lead to an enormous threat of sustainability in losing the safety of food, water, 
environment, energy and natural resources. 

In Turkey, %40 of the energy consumption is wasted by the usage of buildings, and %80 of the 
energy is also consumed by the usage of healing and cooling process in these buildings. Thus, it is 
a must to initiate installing heat insulation to the buildings to save an important amount of energy. 
Nowadays, there is approximately 9 billion 255 million dolar squandered expenditure due to the 
lack of % 80 of the heat insulation within 20 milion buildings. Due to these unqualified buildings, 
the energy is wasted, at the same time the amount of greenhouse gas release increase. Thus, 
there is an environmental pollution boost overall. It is a necessity to develop and implement 
sustainable, energy efficient, zero-energy / passive buildings; also it is crucial to consider urban 
renewal criteria while executing these buildings.

United States and United Nations have agreed on building approximately close to zero-energy 
buidings, zero-carbon emission buildings and passive buildings; officially starting from 2020. The 
criteria of a passive building has been formed, and 15 kWh/m2 per year energy heating, total 120 
kWh7 m2 per year cooling-heating, lighting, ventilation, and usage of white-home appliances have 
been determined as limitations. In this way, there is 20 times more energy usage to stay warm in 
the buildings where there is a lack of insulation, while there is an easy way to have a tendency to 
use the available technology to consume minimum energy.

STANDARD BUILDINGS

%24-50 %33-39 %40 %70

Energy Consumption Carbon Emission Water Consumption Waste

Green Building 
Implements
ODE Insulation became a solution for many 

universities, hotels, malls and living quarters in a 

various technical, heat, and water insulation 

environmental-friendly projects. As a %100 authentic 

local insulation product manufacturer, in recent 

years, ODE maintains its collaboration with the 

environmental-friendly projects, and production 

innovation. Thanks to ODE’s operating Research and 

Development activities, ODE was selected in many 

LEED Certificated construction projects in Turkey 

and in the world where the projects are at a level of 

Silver, Gold and Platinum. To advocate for the 

development of the green building implementation, 

ODE Insulation became a sponsor for the “ERKE 

Green Academy” project which examines the 

material and implementation examples on the spot. 

LEED Platinium certificate building gives an 

opportunity to view the green building implements 

on spot for the visitors. ERKE Green Academy 

building also serves for a “green building training 

center” where it gives LEED, BREEAM and DGNB 

trainings. 

Project Properities 
• The building is %50 energy efficient. 

• %27 of the renewable energy and solar 

  panels were used. 

• %62 of the water saving was used. 

• %45 of local material was used.

• %40 of the recyclable material was used. 

• %100 daylight is provided

• %90 landscape and

• %95 of the waste recyling was provided.



WE ARE INSULATING OUR FUTURE
At ODE, our passion is to work for a sustainable world and for a better tomorrow. That's the reason why 
we are a pioneer brand, make innovative R&D and produce energy efficient and eco-friendly insulation materials.
 
We are ODE. We make good insulation for a better future. 

w w w . o d e . c o m . t r

11 5
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ODE’s Corporate Social 
Responsibility Policy 

By providing this document policy, ODE Insulation demonstrates its importance in subject of corporate social 
responsibility principals.

ODE contributes for a sustainable future with its energy efficient potential by operating in an insulation 
sector. Thus, ODE is aware of its responsibilities in environmental and ethical influences.

In this way, ODE’s primary responsibility is to provide value on society and environment. Also, ODE operates 
in different sozial responsibility activities such as art, sport, education etc. 

ODE advocates all its employees to be volunteers for social and communal services.  As a company which 
adopts the idea of social responsibility and sustainability culture, it aims to maintain its value in social justice 
and environment protectivity while it targets properity and growth.  
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Company Profile

1985 - 2015

Our History

ODE INSULATION

1985

2013
2015

2014
1988

1993

1996 2007

2000

2001

2008ODE’s FOUNDATION 

Production facility 
project in Eskişehir has 
initiated. 

• Gained “Turkey’s Most 
Competitive Firm” award from 
TÜSİAD, SEDEFED and Sabancı 
University Assosiation.
 

• Entitled to earn 2nd fifth year  
   TURQUALİTY Support Program
• Gained “Insulation Company of the year”   
   award at 10. Global Insulation Conference          
   & Exhibition
• Gained “Succes in Export” award from the        
   Air Conditioning Industry Exporters’ Union (İSİB)

 

Decided to focus solely on 
an Insulation sector business 
as a strategical decision 

Dealership system 
has adopted. 

Initiated production as 
the brand of ODE. 

Business entrepreneur 
investment partner has 
been found. 

• Gained “Entrepreneur of The    
   Year” award from Ernst&Young  
   Consultant Firm
• Starflex sop year

R-flex sop year

 
XPS sop year

Gained the right to be supported 
by TURQUALİTY Support Program 
as a first insulation company.

2010

2004
Membrane sop year

YEAR
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ODE’s Vision ODE’s Values

Reliability

ODE’s vision is to become a global brand with given strentgh and support of its stakeholders and 
shareholders. 

It includes an idea of becoming a global brand with 
the sense of reliability, trust, and honesty. ODE’s 
core values include having an honest, open and 
trustworthy communication among shareeholders 
and corporates. 

Quality
Customer-oriented management is one of the 
core principles of the quality management in 
ODE insulation. The shareholders’ mutual 
purpose is to provide the best quality products 
and services to the customers. Each shareholder 
must participate in order to set the process of 
the company’s goals, solutions and decisions, 
and the formation, improvement and continuity 
of these processes play a crucial role according 
to ODE’ working principle.

ODE’s transparency policy does not only consist 
of being able to easily access the data, but also 
doing a transparent business in work 
environment. There is an ethical, open and 
comprehensible work idea among shareholders 
when doing an agrement. 

Transparency

Social Responsibility
As a company, ODE does not abstain to take any 
kind of responsibility to improve the world’s life 
standard for a better world. It also takes full 
caution to prevent the cause of environmental 
pollution and issues by being sensitive toward 
community problems. By manufacturing 
insulation products, ODE plays an important role 
in country’s economy by lowering the energy 
need and current deficit overall. 

Customer Orientation 
ODE primarily adopts the idea of understanding 
the need of the customers, puts an effort to 
rapidly respond to their anticipation and 
constantly operate based on customer 
orientation. It aims to have a healthy and 
long-term customer relationship in order to 
become a global brand worldwidely. 

Deference
ODE’s stakeholders are attentive to be open, 
sincere and respectful with their collegues. 
Both in work and private life, they must not 
discriminate, and demonstrate respect to 
every worker in the company. ODE respects its 
shareholders’ private life, and their perspective 
in life. It contributes a fair, tolerant 
communication that creates a liberty of 
speech among co-workers and stakeholders. 

ODE’s Mission

• Innovative
• Entreprenerial
• Environment-friendly
• Possesed an energy saving and insulation concious 
• Makes a difference with its young, dynamic and well-educated human resource
• Creates a firm structure which prospers all shareholders

Susceptivity 
ODE’s stakeholders are required to be 
sensitive against worldwide issues, and 
particularly toward the community.
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As a company, ODE’s mission is to constantly invest in its business, sector, and country to offer 
a better future for the community. Therefore, it operates to invest in their shareholders’ 
relationship on bases. 

In this way, ODE aims to provide the best comunication channel toward its shareholders. Each 
shareholder is attentive to be open, sincere and respectful with their collegues all the time. 
Both in work and private life, they must not discriminate, and demonstrate respect to every 
worker in the company. ODE respects its shareholders’ private life, and their perspective in life. 
It contirbutes a fair, tolerant communication that creates a liberty of speech among co-workers 
and stakeholders. 

Organisational Structure Shareholders

Employees

Customers

Business Associates

Suppliers

Financial Institutions

Competitors

Non-governmental 
Organizations & 
Endowments

Universities

Press

Community

Informational e-mails, meetings, intercorporate organizations & 
extercorporate organizations, birthday celebrations, new year 
celebrations, internet & websites, boat cruise dinners, cultural 
activities, social media, internal communication channels & trainings

Telephone, e-mail, fax, face to face meetings, meetings, lunch or 
dinner, event, internet & web site, report, catalog, brochure, publici-
ty film, presentations, auctions

Telephone, e-mail, fax, face to face meetings, meetings, lunch or 
dinner, event, internet & web site, report, catalog, brochure, publici-
ty film, presentations, auctions

Telephone, e-mail, fax, face to face meetings, meetings, internet & 
web site, report, catalog, brochure, publicity film, auctions

Telephone, e-mail, fax, face to face meetings, meetings, catalog, 
brochure

Telephone, e-mail, fax, face to face meetings, internet & web site, 
catalog, brochure, publicity film, auctions

Telephone, e-mail, fax, memberships, periodic meetings, press 
memberships, business assosiactions, catalog, brochure, publicity 
film, business trips

Sponsorship, pano, university activities, social media, internet & web 
site, internship opportunities, catalog, brochure

Press release, news, interviews, internet & web site, e-mail, phone, 
catalog, brochure

Social media, internet & web site, PR activities, social responsibility 
projects

SHAREHOLDERS COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

Strategy & 
Business 

Development 
Director

General 
Manager

Vice General 
Manager of 

Finance

Vice General 
Manager of 

Sales & 
Marketing

Vice General 
Manager of 
Technique

Group Team 
Leader of 

Exports

Group Team 
Leader of 
Human 

Resource

Team 
Leader of 
Operation

Audit 
Specialist

BOARD 
OF 

DIRECTORS



Yalıtımın Dünyamıza Faydaları:
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ODE aims to incorporate with the particularly prospering and highly skilled professionals, who are 
willing to create, make indifference, willing to develop the company, well-trained and possess the 
element of responsibility. ODE strives to provide a sense of pride to its shareholders as being a part 
of the company. In this way, ODE conducts respect to all its employees. 

ODE’s core purpose is to follow the best communication channel to reach out to its 
customers, and provide an impeccable customer service and satisfaction. Additionally, it 
strives to be able to understand and fulfill the customers needs in a finest way. ODE gives an 
importance to create the most qualified service to the customers by acquiring consistant 
policies. 

The most valuable communication channel is supplied through dealer meetings and trainings. 
To lead an healthy communication path, company shareholders gather during dealer meetings 
and trainings. ODE implements an improvement training program for the dealers to attend for 
3 years. 

EMPLOYEES

CUSTOMERS & BUSINESS ASSOCIATES

ODE aims to have an open and clear objective and effective communication with their suppliers, 
and be in anticipation of making a difference in business relationships.  

SUPPLIERS

ODE has an ethical and law-abiding based relationship with the govenment agencies and institutes. 
Furthermore, it acts towards the compatibility of the laws in countries where ODE operates, and 
records all the data processes fully and conveniently.

ODE’s main purpose is to collaborate with the non-governmental foundations to become a role 
model for the benefit of the sector and society.

OFFICIAL INSTITUTIONS & NGO

As a consistant future investor company, ODE’s most important shareholders are considered to be 
youth and university students since today’s young generation is determined as the future of the 
country. In this way, ODE constantly enchances its relationship with the universities and with the 
academic world, also evaluates every opportunity to introduce and commentate itself to the new 
generation.

Even though ODE does not have a direct relationship with the ultimate consumer considering its 
product structure, the benefits of ODE’s products influence the consumer precisely. In this way, it 
conducts many social responsibility projects due to acknowledge the community about the subject 
in energy saving. ODE keeps current and constant relationships with both national and sectoral 
media in order to present the benefits of the insulation and the promotion of its products.

UNIVERSITIES

COMMUNITY & MEDIA
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Membership

ODE has active memberships with many institutions and foundations in order to contribute to its 
sector, share its existing data with its shareholders, empower its strategical connections and 
advocate its business improvement studies. 

Foreign

Domestic
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Awards & Success

ODE Insulation won the Success in Export in Branded Products Award from ‘Stars of Export 2012’ 
competition which is organized by Dünya Newspaper.

‘Crescent & Stars of Packaging Competition’ Award / 2012-2013
ODE was considered worthy to have two different awards from Crescent & Stars of Packaging 
Competition organization regarding its package design on the products of Starflex and Membrane. 
ODE’s new package design was made by Dr. Orhan Irmak who is considered to have many success 
worldwidely regarding on tis subject. 

‘European Business Awards’ / 2013-2014 
ODE represented Turkey in European Business Awards 2013/2014 programme as a winner from 
40 International Champions, and competed for the position of ‘Ruban d’Honneur’ as a next step. 
ODE was considered as a firm which influences social and environmental protection very well, also 
as an innovative and successful company which is open to any improvement in this field. 

‘Sustainable Energy Finance Perfection Award’ by EBRD / 2013
ODE Chairman of Board, Orhan Turan gained an ‘Sustainable Energy Finance Perfection Award’ by EBRD 
due to his contribution to the improvements for a sustainable world. 

‘The Power of Competition’ Award / 2014
ODE won an award from one of the most pretigious organization which is named as ‘The Power of 
Competition’ in a category of ‘Big Scale Entreprise 2013’ Award.

TÜSİAD, SEDEFED ve Sabancı Üniversitesi tarafından dördüncüsü düzenlenen, kriterleriyle alanında 
Türkiye’nin en prestijli organizasyonu olan Rekabet Gücü Ödülü’nde ‘Büyük Ölçekli İşletme 
Kategorisi 2013 Ödülü’nü’ ODE kazandı.

Stars of the Export Award / 2012-2015 

ISIB Export Success Award / 2015 
Since 2011, ISIB examines its members in different categories of business world, and in 2014, ISIB 
rewarded its successful members with specifically in export category. ODE was chosen as a 
successful firm which is gained an ‘Export Success Award’ in insulation products. 

‘Global Insulation’ Award / 2015 
ODE’s Chairman of Board, Orhan Turan gained an award as an ‘Businessman of the Year in 
Insulation Sector’ and as a company ODE gained an award as a ‘Insulation Company of the Year’ by 
10. Global Insulation Conference Organization. 
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Workforce Structure

ODE Insulation has totally 241 employees, who are diverted as 102 white-collar workers and 
139 blue-collar workers. 

Employment

102

139

0 50 100 150

White-Collar 

Blue-Collar

0 10050

%42

%58Blue-Collar

White-Collar 

Number of Employees                      241
Number of White-Collar Employees      102
Number of Blue-Collar Employees       139
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Employment Category Distribution

Diversity

54

64

6

15

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Staff

Operator

Formen

Chargehand

Blue-Collar Position Distribution

8

17

51

11

7

2

3

1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Staff

Deputy Expert

Expert

Team Leader

Group Team Leader

Director

Deputy General Director

General Director

White-Collar Position Distribution

Number of White Collar Female                                       35
Number of Blue Collar Male                                           67
Female Ratio                                                             %34

Employment Gender Distribution

Employment Age Average                                                  37

The number of empoyees differs due to empoyment categories, 
age group, gender and education levels. 

White-Collar Gender Distribution

%66

%34

% 50 100

Female 
Ratio

Male
Ratioı
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Anti-Discrimination

All taken decisions, attitude and behaviors are based on ODE’s vision and mission values. It is 
anticipated that the employees of ODE should consider all corporate core values communicating 
with their coworkers and shareholders. ODE’s image towards being a global brand contains a sense 
of reliability and full of honesty. One of ODE’s core values includes to have an honest, open, and 
mutual trust perception to one another while communicating with people and corporates. 

The idea of transparency for ODE Insulation is not only to form an acknowledgement, but also to 
use a way to do business. In this way, all shareholders make an ethical, open and understandable 
agreements.

ODE secures the rights of its 
employees according to the 
national and internatinal law 
rules, standards and considering 
the global worker life standard. 
ODE is aganist all 
anti-discrimination struggles 
based on language, race, gender, 
political views, philophical beliefs, 
religion, denomination 
differences. 

Striving to have a mutual 
conciousness with the creation of 
ODE’s Ethical Behavior Rules and 
Execution Guideline, ODE 
determined its position in 
anti-discrimination struggle. 

Internal Audit

In the end of 2014, the internal audit 
department has established since ODE 
insulation aims to empower its 
accountability,and compatibility regarding 
its process in financial operations and 
legal legislation. 

With the board of members meeting, ODE 
has determined the agents of action which 
informs the organization of audit, also 
prepars the Internal Audit Procedure which 
designates these actions. 

In 2015, Internal Audit department examined ODE’s 
purchasing and producing process and 
prepared a report to an Audit Commitee 
and Board of Members. 

ODE’s risk inventory has created with the assistance of the Strategy and Business Development 
Department in order to form a basis to the studies of risk management. In 2016, ODE’s purpose is 
to raise the personnels’ consciousness in internal audit, and fully participation in their Risk 
Management Commitee Studies. 

During the audit process, two incidences in which were conflicted with the Ethical Behavior Rules 
and Execution Guideline and Discipline Instruction were revelaed, and was taken an immediate 
action by the Discpline Commitee. Additionally, ODE is revised by the external independent audit 
companies regarding yearly financial analysis. 
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Educational Activities

ODE’s human resource strategy is to deploy well-educated employes to the company, to provide a 
constantly learning personels to the organization, and to train them as leaders, who will have a 
tendency to manage ODE in the future.  Its purpose is not only to provide an advantage in 
competition, but also to be able to create an institution which is impossible to copy by others. In this 
way, ODE adopted an educational slogan; “Aspiring from the experience, passionately learning and 
aim to build the future.”

Since 2011, employees of ODE have been trained by the MBA 
Program in Bilgi University. The purpose of this MBA program is to 
train the participants to take a responsibility toward management in 
competitiveness, and also to acknowledge them for contemporary 
management skills and research, analysis, analytical thinking, and decision making. The attendance 
fee for the program is fully paid by ODE. Since the beginning of the program, the number of 
graduates from ODE company has reached up to 9. 

MBA Program

Manager Development Program
Continuously growing ODE, prepared the Manager Development Program, aiming to improve its leadership 
staff. The program lasts 6 months which involves; business law, leadership improvement skills, strategical 
thinking and planning, understanding and managing the Y generation, interviewing technical instructions. 
Initiated in March 2015 and it still lasts with the participation of the ODE executives. 

Turquality Manager Development Program is conducted by both Koç and Sabancı University, and it 
is mainly based on an Executive MBA program that the Turquality requirements also meet. The 
program lasts 6 months, and it is the first and only training program, which is advocated by the 
government to become a global brand. Since 2011 till present, there is 8 ODE participants, who 
graduated successfully from the program. 

Turquality Manager Development Program

The program contains six different training contents (personal performance and time management, 
decision making and problem solving, management and leadership skill development, making a 
presentation techniques, emotional intelligence, and interview techniques) which aim to prepare 
well-trained managers who will carry ODE to the future successfully. Each department must have at 
least one participants that attends to the Manager Training Program which educates them to 
become successful managers who knows how to handle today’s dynamic alterations where the 
world rapidly becomes global. Since 2013, there is 8 attendents to this program from ODE. 

The Future is Mine! Manager Training Program

ODE provides an e-Learning training system to its staff and dealers to 
benefit from 250 different instructions. The program offers to eliminate 
space and time issues, and present a tendency to learn anything, 
anywhere and at any time through ODE’s web based application. Today, 
ODE has given 504 different trainings.

e-Learning 
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Technical Trainings

Blue-Collar Employee Trainings
ODE aims to provide many trainings to the blue-collar employees to be able to become experts in their 
profession, and make them be a part of the company. These trainings contain Compulsory Occupational 
Education, Communication, 

ODE gives importance to especially sectoral educations due to its occupation. Hence, as a company, ODE 
gives continuous and regular trainings on waterproofing and sound insulation to all of its shareholders to 
be able to speak a common language and contribute an improvement to an insulation sector overall. 

Project Management Trainings
ODE initiated its Project Management Trainings during a period which was in need of learning the 
company’s forecast, making plans to achieve its goals and to be able to do different business format. 
During the 10th to 11th of January, 2014 the training program conducted with both in Çorlu and İstanbul 
at the same time with two different team. Totally 27 employees had attended, and as a conclusion, the 
attendants decided that with the assistance of the Project management organization, it is easier to solve 
complicated issues, and also improves the communication among departments in ODE.  

ISO 27001 Information Security Managament System 

ISO 50001 Energy Management System

During 12th to 13th of February, 2014, 31 employees from the factory of ODE and the 
head office had attended to the ISO 27001 Information Safety Management System 
Training, and learned the meaning of the data, its importance and its protected by whom. 

During 18th to 19th of March, 2014, 21 employees had attended to the ISO 50001 Energy 
Management System Training, and learned to create ODE’s energy management policy, which also 
needs to be compatible with the national and international conditions, and to record ODE’s energy 
expenditures also how to lower these expenditures. 

Each staff has an opportunity to attend any training program which is provided by İMMİB where it is provided 
by well-reserved and succesful instructors. The attendant could participate four times a year to any of these 
selective workshops. Each month, human resources department announces the training agenda to the staff as 
a reminder. Since 2013, ISO 9001-2008 Quality Management System, Professional Graciousness Rules, Basic 
Coaching Skills, Team Studies and Leadership instructions were taken by ODE staff. 

Open-class Training Programs

Since 2014, ODE has initiated on-site training program to the engineer majored students in order to 
teach them the insulation sector and about the energy efficiency. The students have an opportunity 
to visit and spend one-whole day at ODE’s production facility where it is placed in Çorlu, and they 
also examine the production processes with the expert engineers, listen to the sectoral 
presentations and to be able to chat with the experts. According to the completed survey, %91 of 
the students are pleased to be the part of this activity. During 2014-2015, many university students 
who are majored in Trakya University, İstanbul Technique University Machine and Construction 
Engineer, Yıldız Technique University Machine Engineer were participated. 

University Collaborations

To become a globally known brand, ODE’s staff has 
improved their English to at least reach to an adequate 
level. The program involves an intense training considering 
the subjects of an implementation in writing, speaking, 
listening and understanding improvement. There has been 
20 attendants provided by ODE to this program since 2015. 

‘1 Human refers to 1 Language’ Training Program

finding the waste and destructing it, 5S, Autonomic Maintenance, Kaizen Approach. In 2013, there was a 
3-day training program, which detailedly informs the potential occupational accidents, personal protector 
equipments, caution signs and meanings, physical, chemical, biological, ergonomic risks, emergencies, 
precautions and behavioral manners, and lastly occupational health and safety instructions. 

Additionally, in 2014 ODE’s staff participated to the fire fighting drill activity in the factory. In this way, 
they had an opportunity to learn how to react on a fire incidence, whats an inflammable matter and fire 
conditions, fire extinguishing media and how to use it on what kind of fire. 
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Distributor Competitiveness 
Enforcement Program

Attaining the Most Competitive Firm Award in Turkey, ODE initated a new 3 year-training program which 

improves the power of competitiveness among the dealers by consulting many experts and corporations. 

In the end of 2014, top 10 dearlers’ competitiveness performances have been examined, and reported in 

dealers’ meetings in February 2015. The program has established with ODE’s dealers and partners who 

are considered to be the biggest element of success in ODE’s growth. The program is divided into three 

main subject heading which are demonstrated below:

• Special Training Program to the Company Owners: The program has planned to present in each year for 

the owners of the companies. It happened firstly on the 11th to 13th of September 2015 in Eskişehir with 

16 participants. 

• Special Training Program to the Sales and Marketing Forces: 5 different training programs had been 

accomplished during October til December in 2015 in Istanbul, Ankara and Izmir. Also, more than 100 

participants had attended to the program, which aims to improve the competence of the sales and 

marketing forces of the dealers. 

• Special Projects for an Execution: In June 2016, it is aimed to complete the Project Execution Program 

which contains Strategical Management, Human Resources Management, Financial Management and 

Sales and Marketing Forces. 

BLESS YOUR MIND!
Give a suggestion, gain an award from us…

Since 2015, ODE started to give awards to its staff by building a suggestion-award system. With its 

visionary structure and innovative approach, ODE continuosly aspires from its employees for an 

ongoing growth. Many suggestion boxes had been placed in ODE’s factory in Çorlu. Thus, the 

employees find an opportunity to offer their proposals by writing on a paper and put it in a box or 

hand-to-hand or through sending an e-mail to the Human Resource Department regarding the 

subject on how to improve their occupational department. 

Once in a month, the Assessment Commitee which consists of 5 personnels examine each 

suggestion, selects the usable offers, and remunerate the owners of the suggestions with an award. 

In the begining of 2015, there were 33 suggestions accumulated by 17 different staff revealed from 

5 boxes which were placed in the factory. 
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2015 FESI Organization ‘Autumun Meeting’ Sponsorship
Paris based organization, FESI was established in 1970, and has been active in the field of 
technique insulation, ship insulation, sound insulation and fire insulation. The organization 
represents 16 different country insulation unions, and more than 3.300 European insulation 
firms are members of FESI. Once in every 4 years, FESI organizes World Insulation & Acoustic 
Congress (WIACO).

Thus, in 2015, ODE Insulation became a sponsor to FESI Autunum Meeting in order to represent 
the Turkish insulation sector worldwide. 

2014 ‘Industrial Insulation and Energy Efficiency’ Seminar Host
ODE executed the Industrial Insulation and Energy Efficiency seminar with the support of 
Turkish Installation Engineer Assosiation. The seminar brought up about the industrial energy 
saving subject to the agenda, and hosted approximately 100 professonials in its sector. 
In January 7, 2014 ODE Board of Member, Orhan Turan made a speech during the Industrial 
Insulation and Energy Efficiency seminar.

2014 Corporate Governance Perception Research Report Sponsorship
Sponsored by ODE and Dogus Holding, and organized by TKYD, “2014 Corporate Governance 
Perception Research Report” has represented itself with a meeting in June 26, 2014. Theo 
rganization had an attendance from Corporate Governance Assosiation, Stretejico and Era 
Research Opinion leaders and 246 other professionals.

Sponsorships

PROFESSIONAL SPONSORSHIPS
2015 10. Global Insulation Conference & Exhibition Sponsorship
10. Global Insulation Conference & Exhibition is considered to be one of the most important 
organizations in insulation sector, and as a company, ODE has contributed to the organization 
which was the 10. Global Insulation Conference in Istanbul in between 29th to 30th of 
September in 2015. The conference makes a point in the subject on insulation executions & 
technologies with the participants of top government officials, the global managers of the 
insulation sector, manufacturers, scientists, academists and financiers. The conference 
terminated with the Bosphorous cruise tour which was organized by ODE Insulation. 

2015 ASHRAE’s Power Met with the Spirit of Istanbul
ODE Insulation is pleased to advocate ASHRAE (American Society of Heating Refrigerating Air 
Conditioning Engineers) as a ‘Silver Sponsor’. ASHRAE is a civil society organization which was 
established in 1894, and provides a work on the field of building plumbing systems, energy 
efficiency, internal air quality and sustainability. The organization is subjected under the 
headings of ‘Urban Transformation & Energy Efficiency”, and collects many institutions, facilities 
and professionals together in one organization. 
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7 Ocak 2014 tarihinde ODE'nin sponsorluğu ve TTMD'nin desteği ile gerçekleştirilen “Endüstriyel 
Yalıtım ve Enerji Verimliliği" konulu seminerin açılışı da ODE Yönetim Kurulu Başkanı Orhan 
Turan’ın konuşması ile yapıldı. Seminerde - TICA (İngiltere Isı Yalıtım Müteahhitleri Birliği) Eski 
Başkanı ve FESI (Avrupa Yalıtım Birlikleri Federasyonu) Eski Genel Sekreteri Ralph Bradley , E. 
On Connecting Energies Satış Direktörü Murat Aydemir ve  Suntek International Kurucu Başkanı 
Prof. Dr. A. Nilüfer Eğrican da konuşmacı olarak yer aldı..

2013 Climamed Sponsorship
ODE became a ‘Silver Sponsor’ to advocate the 2013 Climamed Congress in between 3rd to 4th 
of October 2013 in Istanbul. 7th Climamed Congres aims to share data with the Turkish 
climization sector designer, executor, and supplier firms, also engineers, architecs and 
academicans to represent Turkey in foreign market. The congress’ main theme is about “Net 
Zero Energy” usage, energy efficiency, renewable energy hvac system executions, and industrial 
energy efficiency. 

2013 ‘Insulation in Construction Middle East Summit’ Sponsorship
In between 15th to 18th of September 2013, ODE became a sponsor to “Insulation in 
Construction Middle East Summit” in Doha, Qatar. The organization is known as one of the most 
important activities in Middle East. 

2013 MTMD Climatization Assurance Platform Sponsorship
In November 28, 2013, The Mechanical Contractors Association (MTMD) banded together with 
all partners for a dinner, and ODE Insulation was one of the sponsors to advocate the 
organization. The Mechanical Contrators Association (MTMD) was established in 2007 by The 
Mechanical Installation Contract firms to prosper the sector which they work for. The main 
subject of the meeting was to express the opinions in need of an action to establish an IGP to 
document and guarantee the sectors’ standards and its conditions. The attedants to the 
organization were the leader associations which are named as İZODER, DOSİDER, ISKAV, TTMD 
and ESSİAD.

2012 WIACO Sponsorship
 
In 2012, ODE Insulation became a sponsor to the 10. WIACO (World Insulation & Acoustic 
Congress) which is known as one of the biggest insulation congress worldwidely. The congress 
took place in Paris, and ODE was the first and only Turkish insulation firm to represent its 
sector and country globally. The theme of the organization was about “Insulation: our 
contribution in a sustainable world”. The subjects which were mainly discussed in the congress 
were the industrial and technical conversion, economical and environmental circumstances, 
acoustic and energy efficiency. The congress has been organized once in every 4 years by 
WIACO, FESI (European Federation of Assosciations of Insulation Companies), NIA (National 
Insulation Association) and SNI (Syndicat National l’Isolation).
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CULTURAL & SOCIAL SPONSORSHIPS
2015-2016 “Başakşehir Soccer Team” Sponsorship

In between 2015 to 2016 season period, ODE decided to become a sponsor for the ‘Istanbul 
Başakşehir Soccer Club’ to advocate one of the young and successful teams in Turkey. In this 
way, ODE aimed to increase its branding in marketing communication and its shareholders’ and 
dealers’ motivation. 

2014 ‘Filinta’ Series Sponsorship

In 2014, ODE became a sponsor for the first action TV series during Ottoman period which 
features in TRT channel and named as ‘Filinta’. In this way, ODE boosts its brand image with the 
support of Marketing Departmant. 

2015 Red Army Concert Sponsorship

During June 13 to 15, 2015, The Russian Red Army Chorus took a stage in Ankara with the 
advocate of the ODE Insulation as a sponsor. The Russian Red Army Chorus is known as the 
biggest army chorus in the world, and it has established in 1939 during war time condition to 
motivate the soldiers and community. Under the charge of Russian Federation Ambassador, the 
concerts were dubbing The Turkish National Anthem, also songs from Turkish knowns singers 
such as Barıs Manco and Tarkan. 

www.ode.com.tr
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Occupational Health and Safety

Each month, ODE makes an occupational health and safety council meetings, and records these 
meeting reports. The subject of the meetings are the studies and follow up on ISO 14001:2004. 
The participants of these meetings are the Factory Manager or the Representative of the 
Employer, Quality Assurance Representative, Workplace Doctor, Emergency Team, and the 
employees who are responsible on these specific subjects.

According to 6331 Numbered Occupational Health and Safety Law, the employees who work in 
hazardous and very hazardous occupational environment must take mandatory training on safety 
and health. In this way, in January 2014, ODE provided an occupational health and safety 
trainings in ODE factories with the assistance of Occupational Education Center and ODE’s 
occupational safety experts, and the participants were XPS, Membrane and Quality Asurance 
Department workers. 

In conclusion, 35 employees deserved to acquire an Occupational Education Participation 
Document which was required to attend a 24 hour occupational safety and 16 hour occupational 
matter instructions. 

HAZARDOUS, HARMFUL, CHEMİCAL MATTERS & ITS MAİNTENANCE

MSDS (management, distribution & revision solutions) summarized chats had been formed in 
order to demonstrate all paints and chemicals included in the business. In this chart, it contains 
the data of related products’ harmful influence, actions to be taken if there is a contact with 
the product, the cleaning structure if it pours, carrying and maintenance methods. Additionally, 
all employees were instructed to learn how to wear the required equipments. The management 
purveys a potential paint in the chemical kitchen enviroment and an eye protecting wash for the 
workers in the factory. 

PREVENTION OF EMERGENCIES AND ITS POTENTIAL ENVİRONMENTAL INFLUENCES

ODE Insulation considers abnormal production conditions which is called emergency occasions 
as below:

Fire, Natural Disasters (Earthquake), Occupational Accidents, Explosion, Oil Leakage, Sabotage 
Compressor Lapsus, Flue Propeller Lapsus, Power Outage, Chemical Infection, Food Poisoning,
Flue Filter Blockage, Tailrace Filter Blockage

All emergency condition and caution procedures are hung in many places in the factory as an 
instruction in frams, and all employees are subjected to get educated on this subject.

As a company, ODE provides full education, 
information and caution on behaving appopriate 
with the employment health and occupational 
safety conditions. Dangerous or illegal 
substances are not allowed to carry in the 
occupational environment since ODE takes 
caution for its staff’s safety. ODE’s employees 
are not allowed to bring any drugs except 
being prescriped by a doctor, or any addictive 
or cognitive and physically restricted matters 
neither in the head office nor in the factory. 
Additionally, the employees must obey the 
occupational health and safety rules, and they 
must avoid any kind of behavior which is 
against on this subject.
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ODE Insulation considers abnormal production conditions which is called emergency occasions 
as below:

Fire, Natural Disasters (Earthquake), Occupational Accidents, Explosion, Oil Leakage, Sabotage 
Compressor Lapsus, Flue Propeller Lapsus, Power Outage, Chemical Infection, Food Poisoning,
Flue Filter Blockage, Tailrace Filter Blockage

All emergency condition and caution procedures are hung in many places in the factory as an 
instruction in frams, and all employees are subjected to get educated on this subject.
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Eco-Friendly Products 

EUCEB Implementations
EUCEB (European Certification Board for Mineral Wool Products) is an authority which 
documents and guarantees non-classified carcinogenic mineral wool products according to 
1272/2008/ EC numbered European Directive. Additionally, EUCEB documents the compatibility 
of the glasswool and stone wool according to 1272/2008/EC Directive Note Q by the analysis 
and examination of the independent and qualified experts and corporations. All glass wool and 
stone wool products which are documented from EUCEB are guaranteed precisely as a 
non-classified carcinogenic fibers. To be able to acquire an EUCEB Document, the conditions 
which are mentioned below must be achieved.

It must be compatible with the conditions of glasswool and stonewool (EC) 1272/2008/ 
Numbered Note Q criteria, also must have documented and examined in the lab, which is known 
by EUCEB.

The fibers which are documented by EUCEB as glasswool and stonewool producers must be 
procured and analysed by EUCEB authorized analysis institutions once every 2 years.
ODE’s Starflex glasswool product has completed the process above, and in 2015, accomplished 
to obtain an EUCEB document. In this way, ODE has presented its Starflex glasswool product to 
the consumers as a non-harmful and continuosly checked safe product. 

%100 Ozon Friendly Production

In 2009, ODE was one of the first insulation firms which attended to the Umbrella Project that 
was organized with the UNIDO collaboration. After the 2 year process in Research and 
Development (R&D), ODE has completed its studies and signed a grant agreement for 
approximately 1 million dollars with UNIDO in 2013. ODE demonstrates its perspective in 
contributing for a liveable world, and protecting the future by its slogan “insulates the future” 
by providing concrete studies. Since 2010 ODE produces %100 Ozon Friendly products by 
terminating the usage of HCFC gas to make the ozon layer thinner in the foam sector. 

Eco-Friendly Package

In 2013, ODE made a difference with its new alteration in packaging in which earned 2 design 
awards. The package was made of green leaves symbols which made a difference in the 
content of an enivronmental studies to all social sharholders. The designer is Orhan Irmak who 
is also known as achieving many succesful awards globally. The package symbolizes the 
beneficial contibution to the environment. These contributions are ODE’s sensitiviy in energy 
savings, renovable and environmental respected energy resource usage.
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“Dialogue in the Dark” Activity 2014

The exhibiton is hosted by 30 countries 135 cities and with more than 8 million participants. 
Thus, ODE’s head office staff was pleased to be the part of the organization. With the guideness 
of visually handicapped beings, it was required to proceed in the dark. 

Voluntariness and Social 
Responsibility Activities 

ODE and its shareholders are continuously advocating many social responsibility projects which 
is beneficial to the society. One of ODE’s basic values consist of creating a “social 
responsibility” conciousness. In behalf of its shareholders, ODE participates in many aid 
campaigns and in variety charities for many institutions. The Board of Member, Mr. Orhan Turan 
believes that the information and experience are spread out by sharing them with each other, 
and he constantly participates in many events, meetings and universities as a speaker where he 
gives a speech about his experiences in business and insulation sector. 

Energy Summit 2012

ODE Insulation Board of Member, Orhan Turan made a presentation about “Building Energy 
Efficiency Implements” during Energy Summit Conference in Gaziantep. The conference was 
organized by the collaboration with the Gaziantep Metropolitan Municipality. The participants of 
the conference were front-benchers, private sector, public non-governmental institutions, and 
academicans, and it was placed in December 14, 2012.

World Wildlife Fund (WWF Turkey) 2013

ODE Insulation donated a charity to the project of “The life of Turkey” in 
order to contibute their purpose of protecting endangered species and 
country’s environmental richness. Additionally, in 2015 ODE dibbled 
approximately 333 saplings in Canakkale Kemelkoy Forest with the help of 
World Wildlife Fund. 

Hospital Charity 2013

ODE helped building the damaged roof in French Lape Hospital by providing products free in 
charge. Additionally, ODE supplied a place to stay for childen with leukama while they are in 
treatment without any cost in Samsun.

School Library Charity 2014

ODE has donated many books to the library of the school in Bitlis, Mollafadil village. The school 
holds 18 students, and the main teacher is also the principle and the cleaning lady who is 
called, Alev Turgut. She initated a campaign to collect as many book as possible for the 12 
schools which are placed in the same village. Thus, ODE was pleased to respond to Turgut’s 
request, and made a charity for the students’ education. 

“

“Brand is You”Conference 2014

In November 28, 2014; The 4th “Brand is You” conference has occured with the contibutions of 
Saffron Brand Consultants. The main theme of the conference was under the subject of 
“Experts in Transformation”. The conference is witnessed in many discussions such as the 
importance of the transformation and being different in branding, and contemporary brand 
stories and their transformation and innovation with the participation of many executives in 
businessworld and non-governmental institutions, oustanding entrepreneurs, artists and 
activists. Additionally, ODE Board of Member, Orhan Turan attended as a panelist to the 
conference in the section of Master Competition. He talked about the process in branding and 
ODE’s success story. 
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Sales Management Course 2014

In October 27, 2014, ODE Board of Member, Orhan Turan gave a lecture to the MBA students İn 
Bilgi University about “Sales Management”. He also shared about the company’s success story 
and his experiences in different sectors with 35 MBA students. 

Brand Strength Conference 2014

ODE Board of Member, Orhan Turan attended to the “Kayseri Brand Strength Panel” as a 
panelist in October 23, 2014. The organization had occured with the contribution of 
TURKONFED, and the main discussion was about the need in contribution in brand recognition 
for the entrepreneurs, investors and the owner of the firms to improve the economy and make it 
more sustainable.

Corporate Management and Family Company Institutionalization Seminar 2014

With the contribution of the Corporate Governance Association of Turkey (TKYD) and Ankara 
Chamber of Industry (ASO), “Corporate Management and Family Company Institutionalization 
Seminar” has occured in September 29, 2014. As a Board of Member in ODE and a member of 
TKYD, Orhan Turan made a speech about how he personally believes in institutionalization and 
how he built its company’s basis according to the value of corporate goverance. 

ODE Helping the Children 2015

ODE staff responded to the request of an elementary school in Van, and collected clothes, shoes 
and many school equipments for the students. 

11th SME Conference Speech 2015

As a Board of Member in ODE, and a Vice Chairman in TURKONFED, Orhan Turan made a speech 
for the 11th SME Conference which is themed as “SME’s Middle Income Trap Recovery 
Strategies”. The conference had occured in March 12, 2015 with the contribution of TOSYÖV.
Turan mentioned that the solution to this problem would be improvement in Human Resource 
studies, and expressed the importance of the feasibility studies while growing, and improvement 
in firms’ cultural level. He also mentioned that there should be a direct step towards higher 
competitive strenght to become a corporate firm, branding and access to finance.  

Corporate Social Responsibility Project Traning for the Entrepreneurs from the East & 
Southeast Anatolia Region 2015

The first meeting for the “Corporate Social Responsibility Project Training for the Entrepreneurs 
from the East & Southeast Anatolia Region” had occured in March 12, 2015 in Elazığ with the 
contribution of TURKONFED and Holland Ambassador’s support. ODE Board of Member, Orhan 
Turan shared his Corporate Social Responsibility experiences by attending to another training 
meeting in Mardin.

Aon Risk Prism 2015 Conference 2015

As a consultancy and risk management firm, AON presented many contents in the influence of 
risk management to an existence of the corporate firms, taking an opportunity from the risks, 
and cyber risk management in the organization of AON Risk Prism 2015. There were many 
businessman leaders who participated the organizaton as speakers in March 24, 2015. 
Thus, ODE Member of Board, Orhan Turan attended to the organization as a panelist and mainly 
explained the subject of “how crisis could turn into an opportunity”.
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Environment

Water Consumption

The Sewage Treatment Plant is located in ODE’s Corlu production facility with the capacity of 
20 m3/day, and the project has ensued according to the Turkish standards and European Union 
norms. The treatment facility is designed in order to have a maximum purification efficiency 
with the maximum technology supply. The facility divided into two; phisical and biological 
purification unites. Accrediated firms periodically analysis and measures the facility unites and 
conditions. There is an amerlioration and constant decrease in water consumption. ODE takes 
consultancy from environmental engineers regarding legal legislation. 

Emissions

There is totally 16 emission resources in the facility. The emission values are compatible with 
“the Industral Air Pollution Control Regulation” regarding flue measurements in emisson. Also, 
facility flues are compatible with the flue gas velocity regulations condition. According to the 
regulations, it is not necessary to use the measuring instruments constantly since the facility 
flue gas contaminated mass flow was examined. Glasswool production process reveals dust 
immission values. The measurements in the facility demonstrates that thermal power and dust 
immision mass flow values are compatible with the limit value according to the conditions in the 
regulation. There is no required flue to constantly measure the dust immision.

Energy Consumption

The consumption amount in electric and natural gas in 2015 is demonstrated belove

CONSUMPTION AMOUNT IN ELECTRIC AND NATURAL GAS 

Energy Efficiency
Cogeneration:

The project was consisted of 2MWel installation, and took its basis from gas motor technology.

  The advantages of the project:
• Cost decrease 
• Safety in providing provision (fluctuation/power outrage)
• Production wastage decrease
• CO2 emission decrease

Energy Saving:

CO2 Emission:
CO2 Emission

Natural gas

Electric

CO2 decrease in 
emission

Total

Today’s Condition

1,527

10,698

12,226

After Implementation

8,574

686

9,259

Net Saving

(7,046)

10,012

%24

2,966

Unit

tCO2 eq

tCO2 eq

%

Electric

Natural gas

Total

MWh

M3

17,339

631,279

45,629

6,527

52,156

1,111

3,878,492

Primary Energy 
Equivale

2,924

40,104

43,027

42,705

-33,576

9,129

Consumption UoM Before the 
Investment

Primary Energy 
Equivalence

After the 
Investment Saving

957,870

9,5

2

2,966

Total Investment 

Ratio of Saving

Recycling

Co2 Decrease

USD

kWh/y/USD

Year

Ton/y

Advantages:

PRODUCT

Glasswool

Membrane

XPS

Consumption Amount in Electric 
(Yearly) kWh

14.575,425

1.424,232

4.699,959

Consumption Amount in Natural 
Gas (Yearly) Sm3

9.163,351

542,862

0
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Carbon footprint

Life Cycle Assessment Project has been made in ODE’s production facilities by four main 
product basis. In conclusion, products’ carbon footprint and climate change influences are 
determined. The calculated values are demonstrated belove.

* Within the scope of ODE, all wastes rally in solid waste landfill site. Later on, they are delivered to the authorized firms considering 

their types. All delivered wastes are destructed with the chart that is demonstrated below :

Waste Management

All domestic and Industrial wastes are rallied from different places in the facility, and are 
collected in the dump site until ultimate disposal transaction is completed. All wastes are 
disposed by sending them to the relevant firms, except inert wastes which could recycle and 
economically utilized. Other wastes are delivered to facilities that obtain an authorized 
certificate. 

Domestic or Industial qualified various solid and liquid waste’s type, resource and maintainance 
forms are demonstrated as a chart belove;

Waste Type

Recycling 

Hazardous Waste

Non-Hazardous Waste

Waste

Plastic Waste

Paper Waste

Metal Waste

Contaminated Packing 

Waste

Contaminated 

Waste Oil Filter

Waste Cartridge/Toner

Purification Sludge

Medical Waste

Domestic & Industrial 
Waste

Amount in 2015 
(kg/year)

72,620

45,520

72,040

3,340

1,500

267

3

80

3

480,000

Ultimate Disposal Forms*

Recovery

After sterilization 
ordinate storage 

Ordinate Storage %71

%0

%29

Ratio
%

Hazardous Waste 

Non-Hazardous Waste

Recycling

5.193

480.000

190.180

675.373

%0,8

%71,1

%28,2

 

Starflex kg CO2eq/(R=1)

0,990 1,191 1,378 1,567
1,921

3,759

STARFLEX
042

STARFLEX
040

STARFLEX
037

STARFLEX
035

STARFLEX
032

STARFLEX
031

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

0,000

Isıpan (XPS) kg CO2eq/(R=1) amount of product (For ODE products)

5,67

5,03

XPS, STD XPS, PRM

6,00

5,50

5,00

4,50

R-Flex kg CO2eq/(R=1) amount of product (For ODE products)

6,34

5,69

ODE R-Flex Sheet ODE R-Flex Pipe

6,00

5,50

5,00

4,50

Membran (Bitümen Membran) kg CO2eq/m2

2,07
4,00

2,00

0,00
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Çevresel
Ürün

Beyanı

THE INTERNATIONAL EPD SYSTEM
Ürünün çevre performansı yaşam döngüsü değerlendirmesi standartları 

çerçevesinde hesaplanmıştır. Çevresel Ürün Beyanı bağımsız 
kurumca onaylanmıştır.

ODE ISIPAN XPS Yalıtım Malzemeleri için
ISO 14025 ve EN 15804 uyumlu

CPC Kodu: 3639 XPS Extruded Polystyrene 
Foam Insulation

EPD Geçerliliği Başlangıç Tarihi: 02.01.2016
EPD Geçerliliği Bitiş Tarihil: 01.01.2021

ECO EPD Kayıt No: 00000261

Pazar Kapsamı: Uluslararası
Beyan Numarası

S-P-00672

I N S U L AT E S 
THE FUTURE

E CO  P L A T FO R M

EN 15804     VERIFIED

o d e . c o m . t r

P i y a l e  P a ş a  B l v .  O r t a d o € u  P l a z a  K . 1 2  

3 4 3 8 4  O k m e y d a n ›  -  Ş i ş l i  /  ‹ s t a n b u l

P :  + 9 0  2 1 2  2 1 0  4 9  0 6   F :  + 9 0  2 1 2  2 1 0  4 9  0 7  
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Supply 

As a company, ODE receives its material and service supply from both national and international 
fields, but prefers to supply its material as much as possible from national firms since national 
firms’ conditions in commerce and quality are more compatible. It is required to examine the 
supplied product or service’s influences on environments since ODE is highly against in harming 
the environment with the means of their products, and gives importance to the safety of the 
operation and employees’ health. The supplier must serve the technical need of the material, 
and must deliver an adequate amount of material and service on time which is requested.
Supplied products, materials and services are divided into three examinations according to their 
rating;

• Materials and services which directly affect ODE’s product quality, occupational health and 
safety and environmental management performance. Therefore, ODE solely works with the 
auhorized suppliers who are confirmed with the compatibilty of the conditions in products and 
services. (such as; bitumen, polystyrene, cullet, package)

• Materials and services which indirectly affect ODE’s product quality. (such as; maintenance 
auxiliary materials and replacement parts, measurring instruments, testis, calibration, education, 
shipping) 

• Materials and services which do not affect any ODE’s product quality. Therefore, these 
materials could be provided from any suppliers. (such as; stationery equipment, simple hand 
tools, office equipment, fuel oil)

Fundamental Principals;

• Compliance with law and Ethical values
• Objectivity and Transparency
• Sustainability and Corporate Social Responsibility
• Occupational Health and Safety, Environmental Policies
• Continuous Improvement

In Accordance with the Fundamental Principals, ODE’s policy;

• Commiting long-term, mutually trusted, healthy and constructive relationships with the 
suppliers which has established and implemented Quality Management System for their 
customer needs and anticipations. 
• Willing to have an accurate and honest communications with the suppliers who are also 
willing to compete regarding legal legislations and ethical values. 

• Protecting intellectual property and technological confidentiality on both sides. 
• Working with the suppliers who are willing to operate based on fundamental human rights, 
business ethics, occupational health and safety, employees’ rights and environmental protection. 
• Working with the suppliers who strives to do the best in all environmental legislation, 
respectful to the society and the environment, sensitive to the climate change, maintain the 
energy efficiency studies, decrease the waste, recycling and recovery usage, makes studies 
toward waste and contaminated gas emission managemen.
• Possesing a management policy which determines a sustainable competitive expenses, and 
provides an accurate product and service on an accurate time and with an accurate amount. 
• Working with the suppliers who are beneficial on both sides, including quality, efficiency, 
expenses and delivery process improvements and conduct a sustainable and ameliorated 
projects. 

The Ratio Regarding Production Type and Purchase Amount

Glasswool

Membrane
%50

Extruded Polystyrene

%28

%22
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Contact

ODE INSULATION HEADQUARTERS

Adress: Piyale Paşa Bulvarı Ortadoğu 
Plaza K.12 34384 Okmeydanı 
Şişli / İstanbul
Telephone: +90 212 210 49 06 
Fax         : +90 212 210 49 07
E-mail     : ode@ode.com.tr 

ODE Starflex, ODE Membran, 
ODE Isıpan Production Facilities

Adres: Hacı Şeremet Mevkii 3. Sok. 
Çorlu / Tekirdağ
Telephone: +90 282 676 46 64 / 66 
Fax         : +90 282 676 46 68
GPS         : N 41 12.277 E 27 50.806 

ODE R-flex Production Facilities

Adres: Tavşanlıtepe Mevki Yulaflı Köyü, 
Velimeşe, Çorlu / Tekirdağ
Telephone: +90 282 676 42 80 
GPS        : N 41 12.739 E 27 50.698 

ODE Eskişehir Production Facilities
 
Adres: OSB 21. Cadde No: 28
Eskişehir 26110
Telephone: +90 538 407 14 17
GPS        : 39°45’35.1”N30°41’10.7”E

61 62




